RS-MB24 Bracket
for Expansion Vessel
up to 25 litres
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Introduction

Securing Bands

The RS-MB24 expansion vessel bracket is suitable for vertical vessels up to and including 25 litres and
provides safe and secure mounting for the vessel.

Thread the securing bands through the designated holes as shown, both bands should be used.

WARNING: Expansion vessels should never be left un-support on the pipework.
Before commencing please ensure that the wall or mounting surface is structurally suitable for
mounting the vessel and supporting the weight.
The weight of the vessel should include the weight of water when full.
The RS-MB24 bracket with two retaining bands has been designed to safely secure vessels up to and
including 25 litres when full of water.
Mounting the Bracket
Using the wall bracket mark the position for the elongated fixing holes as shown ensuring that the
wall bracket will be horizontal and the vessel vertical.
Using suitably sized screws (not supplied) fix the bracket to the wall or mounting surface.
A minimum of two suitably sized screws should be used although addition screws may be used if
required.

Link the bands together by passing through the connectors.
Position the crimped joint or welded seam in the recess of the bracket between the 2 securing bands.
Tighten the bands using a suitably sized screw driver or spanner until the vessel is held secure.
Do not rely upon the pipe work to hold the vessel especially when filled with water.
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Check that the bracket and vessel are held secure before connecting the vessel to water system.
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